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Choosing Lev
Pampa, TX

A family office in New York
acquires value-add retail
centers in secondary and
tertiary markets with an
average deal size of $1-10
million. They knew that CRE
owners and investors have
been able to find lenders and
close financing terms quickly
and efficiently using Lev.

Securing Primary Market
Terms 10x Faster than the
Industry Average
Our technology enabled us to find the right lender
and secure competitive terms in just one week.

Problems with the Traditional Process
The Sponsor regularly acquires properties across the country, resulting
in needing to find new lenders for every new acquisition. However, that
process can often be grueling and inefficient.
Spending hours researching for local lender
Not many lenders in secondary and tertiary markets provide
financing for value add retai
Most lenders prefer to lend only to in-state borrower
Disorganized communication and long, unnecessary email threads
Additionally, the borrower was seeking non-recourse debt with
maximum leverage for a property that was over 25% vacant, creating
an additional challenge for potential lenders.

How Lev’s Technology Made
a Difference

Final Deal Terms
LT V:


70%


Rate:


3.85%


Term:

5 Years

Interest Only:


24 Months


Amortization:


30 Years


Recourse:

Lev was able to surpass all the borrower's expectations and provide
them with incredible financing terms, terms only secured in primary
markets, all within one week. The borrower secured high leverage,
low rate, 2 years of interest on a 30 year amortization, and to top it
off, the loan was non-recourse.
Lev pulls in millions of data points from transactions as they
close and analyzes their term sheets through partnerships
with massive CRE data platforms such as Reonomy
Lev’s deep lender relationships allows their team to gather
insights from lender executives on what assets and
locations they want to lend on
Lev’s Borrower Portal centralizes all lender and borrower
communication to minimize redundancy and accelerate closing
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